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Background
An online textbook rental company conducted
qualitative consumer research in 2011 for the first time
to begin collecting information about its customers and
to explore their reaction to ideas for promotions as well
as the retail experience on the website.
The learning from that first round of market research
yielded such valuable insights, the company sought to
build on those insights in a second round of research
conducted in the Spring of 2012.

Objectives
The primary objectives of this research were to
develop buyer personas by:

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

Exploring the biggest challenges related to college
that face customers and prospects
Identifying the brands college students connect
with emotionally and why
Exploring perceptions of brands in the competitive
environment
Gathering reactions to three types of new
messaging and visual branding ideas
Gathering reactions to the Fall 2012 marketing
campaign ideas/elements to gauge interest, and
potential for sharing

Methodology
Four focus groups were conducted with
prospective and current customers.
Type of Student

Number of
Groups

Prospective Customers (two types):
College students who have rented
from a competitor, but not sponsor
company

2 Groups

College students who have not
rented textbooks

1 Group

Current Sponsor Company Customers

1 Group

Total

4 Groups

Detailed Findings

Emerging Personas
Personas are composites of customer types. The personas that follow are
based on a small sample of 29 respondents and, therefore, do not
represent the company’s entire target population. However, they offer a
snapshot of four emerging customer types that can guide the
company’s strategic marketing initiatives.
While personas allow us to group customers by types the categories are
not mutually exclusive. There are overlaps between them and some
characteristics cut across multiple or all customer types.
Our hope was to develop personas based on buying behavior so that
the company could strategically target those types of customers.
However, one of our key findings was that cost appears to be the key
driver of customer decision-making. There is little loyalty to any brand in
the category.
However, we did observe four emerging personas clustering around
academic orientation. There appears to be four distinctive mindsets that
could provide leverage in developing a strategy for promotions,
messaging and points of contact with each of these customer types.

Four Personas
The four emerging personas clustering around academic
orientation and include:


Liberal Artisans Liberal arts majors; critical thinkers; not on
track for specific professions



Business Pragmatists Business majors; savvy, pragmatic
consumers with an eye on the bottom line



Future Professionals On track for professional careers,
frugal students; sophisticated consumers



Livelihood Seekers Focused on acquiring skills that will
lead to jobs; they tend to be somewhat overwhelmed
and, thus, motivated to find ways to streamline and
simplify their student life

Liberal Artisans
Erica:
Junior, SF State
Cinema Major
Textbook Renter
“I never “like” things on
Facebook. I don’t want to
be a walking billboard.”

Kathleen:
Junior, UC Santa Barbara
History, French Major
Textbook Renter
“I asked [Company] to stop
emailing me so much. The
spam was out of control.”

Chris:
Junior, SF State
American Indian Studies
Textbook Renter
Describes his story
character as “a free and
questioning thinker;
amateur juggler; kindhearted & weird”

Anna:
Junior, UC Berkeley
English Literature Major
Non-Renter
“Renting books seems quite
expensive, and you don’t
even get to keep the book.”





Their academic focus tends toward ‘liberal arts’ majors
They think critically and are passionate about ideas
They are not on track for a specific job or profession

Business Pragmatists
Branden: Junior, Chico State; Communications &
Marketing Major
Texbtook Renter, book arrived late, got a bad score on
quiz as a result, won’t rent from them again.

Justin:
Junior, UC Berkeley
Business Major
Textbook Renter
“[Europe trip] is frivolous. Just
pay my tuition instead. College
students waste so much money
already.”

Trevor:
Junior, SF State
International Business Major
Half & Chegg, Renter
Likes brands like Northface,
Microsoft & Toms because they
give back in some way.”

Jessica:
Junior, SF State
Business Major
Textbook Renter
Her story character was
talented, bright and flat broke.

Alex:
Freshman, SF State
Business Major
Non-Renter
On Facebook he “likes” causes
and events more than
companies.
Lindsay: Junior, UC Santa Cruz; Business/Economics Major
Non-Renter
Usually borrows books. Renting seems a hassle compared to buying.




They are practical and keep an eye on the bottom line
They understand marketing, and scrutinize their choices as
consumers carefully

Future Professionals
Kelly: Freshman, UC Santa Cruz; Biology Major
Non-Renter
She feels she gets cheaper deals buying used books than
renting.
Cassandra:
Sophomore, CSUEB
Health Science Major;
Marketing Minor
Textbook Renter
Her story character was
overwhelmed and anxious about
money and succeeding
academically.

Breniel:
Sophomore, UCSF
Psych Major; Music Minor
Non Renter
“If the company that I follow has
a promo code, I will use it.”

Mackenzie:
Sophomore, UT San Antonio &
Foothill
Communications &
Health/Fitness Major
Textbook Renter
Likes that she accrues points
and rewards through [Company].

TaShaun:
Senior, SJ State
Behavioral Science Major;
Business Minor
Non-Renter
She gets all she needs from
the Capstone Project.
Cassie: Senior, SJ State; Forensic Science Major
Company Customer
Has shopped around but always comes back to
[Company] because they always have her science
books at the lowest price.




They are sophisticated consumers
They are price sensitive and motivated by discounts
and loyalty programs

Livelihood Seekers
Alison: Junior, UC Berkeley; Psychology Major; Non-Renter
She’s reluctant to rent because she’s not familiar with any of
the companies and what condition the book might be in if she
were to rent it.
Joshua:
Sophomore, University of
Colorado at Boulder
Education Major
Non Renter
His story character encountered
difficulty transitioning from high
school to college.

Michaela:
Junior, CSUEB
Social Work Major;
[Company] Customer
Her story character did not have
a great GPA and worried about
getting into nursing school.

Stephanie:
Senior, SJ State
Hospitality Management Major
BookRenter Customer
Heard about [Company] when a
student passed out flyers in
class.

Ingrid
Junior, SJ State
Criminal Justice Major
Textbook Renter
Her story character encountered
a difficult transition from
community to state college.
Giselle: Freshman, Cal State Chico; Social Work
Major
Chegg, Half, Campus Bookstore Renter
Her story character struggles with making new friends
at college.




They are somewhat less sophisticated consumers
There are motivated to find ways to minimize being overwhelmed
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